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The Federation inaugurated its new President at the annual conference and, in this issue, Henry Cairney
outlines his vision for the future of the organisation. Now resident in Calgary, Alberta, Henry is the second
Canadian to hold the office following Dr Jim Connor in 1986/7. Henry also reports on a very successful
conference and AGM held in the Glynhill Hotel and Leisure Centre in Renfrew. Former Liberal MP and now
Moderator of the General Assembly of Scotland, Lord Wallace, articulates his thoughts on Burns via a
question- and- answer session with Senior Vice President Alan Beck. A chance discovery of an article about
our affinity for horses offered me an ideal opportunity to indulge in recalling an unforgettable day I enjoyed
at Ellisland Farm in 2009/10, the year of Homecoming Scotland.
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To William Simpson of Ochiltree
The Muse, nae poet ever fand her,
Till by himsel he learn’d to wander,
Adown some trottin burn’s meander,
An’ no think lang:
O, sweet to stray, an’ pensive ponder
A heart-felt song!
The warly race may drudge an’ drive,
Hog-shouther, jundie, stretch, an’ strive;
Let me fair Nature’s face descrive,
And I, wi’ pleasure,
Shall let the busy, grumbling hive
Bum ower their treasure.

Robert Burns - May 1785

RBWF President’s Message
My greetings to you all. I hope this finds you and your loved ones all safe and well
in these unprecedented times of uncertainty. Living in North America I am
constantly reminded of the pandemic, and its effects on physical and mental health.
I firmly believe I will have a quieter year than most RBWF Presidents prior to the
pandemic, but I am at least hopeful I may get to visit some events in the year but
not as many as I had hoped. The rules and regulations in each country vary
enormously and trying to navigate their websites requires a rocket science
degree, but I will attempt to get some Ambassadorship visits in when and where it
is safe to do so.
The board is settling into a new year of working for the membership and at the last
board meeting, the following changes were discussed at conference: we
welcomed Beth Kerr as the new Schools Convener; Professor Moira Hanson who is
looking after Adult Education (Role Title and mandate to be confirmed by the board); Ian
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McIntyre Events Convenor and, Peter Pringle, who has joined the board as a Director at Large as per the
Articles [32(c)] and will be responsible for some necessary and important RBWF projects – Peter’s mandate
will also be confirmed by the board at the next meeting; Bill Dawson who is responsible for the Archivist
role will report through the Heritage convener John Hannah and not directly to the board.
During my presidency I hope to keep the RBWF functional when we cannot meet face to face. This may
entail online meetings such as the Quarterly Meetings. My expectations are that the individual conveners
are responsible for working through with their committees, all actions required, and then setting regular
meetings with them, prior to reporting to the board and the quarterlies.
We also must be financially stable, and there are several sponsorship changes, taking place over the
coming months, which are presently being actioned by the Sponsorship convener Neil McNair. One change
I can report is the sponsorship by Arran Distillers who have decided to end the relationship and I can only
thank them for their past contributions. We will advise progress in the other areas when signed.
Our identity must be reinforced and we need more exposure, not only in the UK, but worldwide, if we really
are to be a World Federation. I am working hard at getting the message across out here in North America
through the Robert Burns Association of North America (RBANA) and hopefully the visitations as previously
mentioned will assist in this. One such initiative is the exposure we shall gain by attending the Tartan Week
celebrations in New York during April 2022.
I will be attending the Greenock Burns Club’s celebration of Colin Rae Brown’s bicentenary on November
13th and look forward to this truly historic event celebrating the man who, above all others, really drove the
founding of the RBWF.
I am personally disappointed, and I know many others are also, that we have had to rethink the RBWF 2022
Conference in Calgary, but we just could not schedule it in logistically. This being the case, it will be held in
the UK and the location will be confirmed by the Events committee when they meet in the coming weeks.
The RBANA Conference will be in Calgary on 13th to 15th May 2022 and all are welcome to attend. Here we
will have a good attendance to observe me investing the Chain of Office to the new President - to be
announced soon!
There are areas of interest, following the feedback we have received, which we will be looking at as a
board including a revamp of the website, development of the Thomas Tunnock Lifelong Learning Unit and
exploring various event possibilities such as presentations and children’s concerts, to name but a few, all of
which will be in keeping with the memory of Robert Burns. This will take a lot of involvement from the
membership to help keep the RBWF moving forward.
I am always open to feedback and will welcome your opinions on how, together, we can best sustain and
improve our wonderful organisation.
[Henry Cairney, President RBWF]

Poet Simon Lamb’s Debut Collection
As published in the March 2021 newsletter, the winner of the Robert
Burns World Federation’s international poetry competition in 2021
with his poem The Working Birds was Simon Lamb. He recited it
recently at the first post-pandemic, in-person gathering, of the Bachelors’
Club at the Robert Burns Birthplace Museum. He reports that it was
received exceptionally well, and the first line spoken post-poem, “I
think we have just been witness to something very special.” As he
says of the remark, “That warmed me.”
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A debut poetry collection of his "wise, warm and witty" poetry has been acquired by Scallywag Press with
illustrations by former children’s laureate Chris Riddell. Publisher Sarah Pakenham acquired world alllanguage rights for the text directly from Simon. Illustration rights were acquired via Philippa Milnes-Smith
at the Soho Agency. The currently untitled collection will be published in hardback in autumn 2022, with a
paperback to follow. It will be suitable for ages "seven to 107" and feature 50 poems consisting of 50 words.
To see, and hear, other poetry by Simon see: https://www.simonlambcreative.co.uk/about
[I strongly recommend you listen to his poem ‘When We Heard 2020’ Ed]

The Glasgow Haggis Club - Novel Event at the Novotel
St Andrew’s Night - The Glasgow Haggis Club is
organising the first ever annual Interclub Visitation
Night on behalf of the Glasgow & District Burns
Association, and would like to invite representatives of
your club to attend.
Held in the Novotel in Pitt Street, Glasgow (Good
Parking) on Tuesday 23rd November, this will be your
opportunity to get a feel for how inter club events will
work by viewing the Haggis Club as well as renewing
or making friendships. This entirely mixed event is
open to members of G&DBA Clubs, other Associations,
Clubs and their friends.
Entertainment will be provided by legendary folksinger
Alastair McDonald along with Sangs & Clatter from the many talented club members including Donnie
Graham, Euan Russell, Martin Cassidy and our fabulous Musical Director, Alan Craig.
Tickets are only £20, which includes a finger buffet. Contact Marc Sherland or Geoff Depledge for tickets –
marcsherland@me.com or geoff@geoffdepledge.co.uk

Thornhill Burns Club Break Out of Lockdown
At last! On the 15th September
Thornhill Burns Club held their
barbeque at the home of our President
Colin Gibson and his wife Annette. The
weather was favourable and it was
good to see some of our members after
such a long time.
There was plenty to talk about and we
enjoyed a beautiful buffet as well as
the barbeque. President Colin played
guitar and everyone joined in the sing
song. We are hoping to restart the club
and have a Burns Supper next year.
Details of this will be given nearer the
time.
[Halina Cairns]
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Lord Wallace on His Love of Burns
Junior Vice-President, Alan D Beck, had a question-and-answer session with Lord Wallace, a keen Burnsian,
Honorary President of Greenock Burns Club (The Mother Club), and current Moderator of the General
Assembly of Scotland. The transcription offers an insight into Lord Wallace and his love of Burns.
AB How did your interest in Burns develop?
JW Not surprisingly, growing up in Dumfriesshire, there was always a ready awareness of Burns. I knew
from a very early age that he’d written The Deil’s Awa’Wi the Exciseman above what was (and still is) a
local fish and chip shop. My grandmother, who died before I was born, had a keen Burns interest and was
one of the founders of the Annan Ladies’ Burns Club. My aunt was active in the Club and she, in particular,
encouraged me to take an interest in his poetry. So, there was a strong family interest. When it became
known that I was trying to learn Tam o’ Shanter, the Ladies Burns Club invited me to recite it at a meeting, so
I had a deadline, which I made. That led to attending my first Burns Supper when I was thirteen. School
Burns Suppers followed, with the still painful memory of not being able to reach the top note in the Bonnie
Lass of Ballochmyle. Invitations to speak in later years prompted further research and deepened my
interest.
AB What do you feel is his relevance to society today?
JW There’s always a danger of selective quotation to
justify many different standpoints. I recall before the 2014
referendum, protagonists on both sides quoting lines of
verse to support their respective arguments. That
prompted one journalist to say, “What does it matter? He’s
deid. He doesn’t have a vote.” I thought that summed up
the pointlessness of such quotation battles.
More to the point is that his writing so powerfully captures
the moods, the trials and tribulations, the joys, triumphs
and tragedies which affect us all and have affected people
down the ages. When it was claimed that Shakespeare had
scaled the ‘highest peaks’ of literature, one commentator
said about Burns, “But Burns may be likened to the broad rolling plains of mankind’s triumph and travail.
For here mankind weep and mourn, sing and rejoice, are born, beget their kind and die. In every stage of
the journey from the cradle to the grave, Burns is triumphantly articulate.”
I think it is because he articulates human feelings in a very powerful and readily human and understandable
way that he, and his work, have achieved ‘immortality’.
AB Which of his works resonate most with you?
JW That’s a really difficult question. Different moods and feelings bring to mind different lines and verses.
As a narrative tale, Tam o’ Shanter cannot be beaten.
As a believer in individual worth and freedom, I think ‘A Man’s A Man for A’ That’ is inspirational. And in a
similar vein, as one of my Scottish heroes is Thomas Muir, I like to think that there is truth in the suggestion
that Burns submitted ‘Scots Wha’ Hae’ to his publisher on the final day of Muir’s trial, adding a postscript,
that he’d been inspired by “Bruce’s glorious struggle for Freedom, associated with the glowing ideas of
some other struggles of the same nature, not quite so ancient.”
I mentioned earlier that my aunt nurtured me on Burns poetry, and I readily recall evenings, probably in the
latter part of January, when we would go through his works, and the fifth verse, from Epistle to Davie, A
Brother Poet - a lesson for living - always comes to mind when I think of those evenings.
AB Where do think his memory will be in 100 years from now?
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JW I trust it is not wishful thinking, but I very much believe that our descendants will still be marking the
birthday of Robert Burns in 2121, and that the Mother Club will be in good health, celebrating the 320th
anniversary of its foundation. His poetry still resonates because it relates so much to the human condition,
which, in its basics, hasn’t changed over centuries, even millennia. That, I’m sure, will still be the case in a
hundred years’ time.
We can speculate whether there will be a Burns Supper on the Moon, but if there is, I’d wager there will be
haggis, neeps and tatties accompanied by a good dram. And, if we have not taken sufficient care for our
planet, the simple words describing the upturning of a field mouse’s nest – “man’s dominion breaking
Nature’s social union” may take on even greater poignancy than it does today.
AB Do you think it important that we continue to promote the memory of Burns both in Scotland and abroad?
JW It is important that Scotland remembers one of its greatest sons. His poetry is a vital part of our culture
and has helped to shape our identity. Let us not forget how much we owe to him for his considerable efforts
in supporting the project of George Thomson in collecting old Scots songs and melodies, many of which are
so familiar to us today.
Also, at a time of political division, Robert Burns is a remarkably unifying figure. I have shared and enjoyed
Burns Suppers with people from across the political spectrum. That is worth remembering and celebrating
and a good reason to cherish his memory. In both Scotland and abroad, the memory of Robert Burns must
surely continue to be promoted. In a world of mass communications, not to mention ‘fake news’, let us recall
what William Wordsworth said of the Bard, “How verse may build a princely throne on humble Truth”.
And in a troubled and divided world, his words continue to give us all, at home and abroad, hope that
“It’s comin yet for a’ that,
That man to man the world o’er
Shall brithers be for a’ that.”
To promote these universal messages, we must surely promote the memory of Robert Burns.

New Musical on Burns – Streaming Online
In 2014 Tish Tindall wrote Robert Burns - The Musical, a new musical
based upon an idea by David Gest & Michael Jackson and the life and
works of Robert Burns. The rock version of this musical ‘BURNS’ will
be filmed in November and streamed online from Hogmanay 2021
via Stream Theatre.
Over the past seven years, Tish has dedicated her writing career to
developing a show that highlights and promotes the global impact
and universal relevance of Burns’s work, the strength of character of
Jean Armour and the genius of a man who has given the world more
than just his words.
Although completely upscaled and more spectacular than ever, the
heart of ‘BURNS’ keeps the passion of the 2015 production pumping
through its veins; the 21st century story of an 18th century genius. It is
the story of love, Scotland and one man's struggle to redefine his pride of worth. Robert Burns is alive and
well and living in the modern world!
‘Robert Burns the Musical’ is hilarious, harrowing and heart-warming. It speaks to you and it doesn’t matter
who you are or where you come from, you will finally understand the man you raise a glass to, for Auld Lang
Syne.”
[Jane Munro Business Liaison Manager]
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Well, where to start, I suppose at the beginning! Should we have a conference at all, was the big question
for RBWF - and this was regularly considered, based on the Pandemic regulations, almost to the last minute.
My wife Shona, Brian Cumming - Calgary Burns Club President - and I, travelled over from Canada and had
to quarantine for 10 days at the Glynhill Hotel prior to the conference weekend. Here we had our daily (and
hourly) ‘Exercise Yard’ period of release in isolation, but I am pleased to announce that Shona and I are still
happily married!
A huge amount of hard work and effort went in to making this successful
conference happen, and thanks must go out to the events committee, led by
Marc Sherland, the RBWF office staff and the Glynhill Hotel staff.
Registration went very smoothly, due to the efforts of Jane Brown,
Margaretann Dougall, Jim Thomson, Jean Abdulrahim, Lorraine Cheyne, Enez
Anderson, Marc Sherland, and Neil McNair.
The evening MC duties were professionally executed by Jim Thomson and we
were excellently entertained by the irrepressible Alastair McDonald and
numerous guest-performances of poems, stories, and songs.
On Saturday excellent lectures were delivered Alan Beck (‘A Sincere
Disciple’: Colin Rae Brown), Professor Kirsteen McCue (Robert Burns & the
Songs of George Thomson), Rt Hon Lord Lyon the Revd. Canon Dr Joseph
Morrow (The Coat of Arms of Robert Burns) and Professor David Thomson
(The Globe Inn and Annandale Distillery).
The Annual General Meeting was also transmitted via Zoom technology to allow our overseas members who
could not travel, to take part. Although there were a few technical issues, the meeting was carried out as per
our constitution.
The evening’s Inauguration Dinner, which had an attendance of 86 guests, commenced with a drinks’
reception, and was followed by the procession of dignitaries; Jim Thomson was once again the MC and did
a wonderful job. The exchange of chains of office duly took place in the following order: Neil McNair JVP;
Alan Beck SVP; Henry Cairney President and Marc Sherland Immediate Past President.
Lord Lyon presented the grace before the four-course dinner.
As President, I had the honour to propose the Loyal Toast before the Lord Lieutenant of Renfrewshire,
Colonel Peter McCarthy, read a message to the RBWF from Her Majesty the Queen. This was a lovely letter
which I received from Buckingham Palace, congratulating me on becoming President. SVP Alan Beck gave
the Toast to International Members which was replied to by Calgary Burns Club President Brian Cumming.
The Lord Lieutenant then toasted the RBWF, and I gave the reply. JVP Neil McNair gave the Vote of Thanks.
Finally, the Lord Lyon presented, posthumously, the Coat of Arms of Robert Burns to its new guardians: the
RBWF. As President, I had the honour to accept on behalf of our organisation.
The night was completed with Ceilidh dancing to the music of the band Reel
Stramash. A wonderful time was had by all.
On Sunday there was a service at Paisley Abbey where Marc Sherland and
Henry Cairney gave a reading, followed by wreath laying at the Pommeroy
Burns stature in Fountain Park, Paisley, where wreaths were laid on behalf of
RBWF, RBANA and the Calgary Burns Club.
I look forward to the conference taking place ‘in the flesh’ in 2022.
[President Henry Cairney]
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Galashiels Burns Club Honours the Bard
Galashiels Burns club commemorated the death of the National
Bard at the Galashiels Burns Statue on the 21st of July. The statue
was designed by F.W Doyle and erected in 1912. When it was
presented to the town it was estimated that 10,000 people were
present at the unveiling. Each year the town celebrates the
Border Common Ridings when the Braw Lad and Braw Lass ride
the town’s marches and the people of town sing Braw Braw Lads
along the route. Although Burns never visited the town, the
laying of the wreath is considered to be an important occasion in
the town.
President Bruce Robertson along with members of committee
laid a bouquet of red roses at 11am. At this time the town clock
chimed Braw Braw lads. The town clock every night at 8pm
chimes this also. Burns is still alive in Galashiels.
Front row from left: Alistair Christie (Past President) Russell
Robertson (past President) Bruce Robertson (President) Douglas
Watt (past President).
Back row from left David Sanderson (past President) Dave
Darling.
Russell Robertson rbr1@btinternet.com

Dunedin Burns Club Poetry Competition
[I thought Burns clubs and individuals may be inspired to replicate poetry competitions being supported by
the Burns Club of Dunedin. Ed]
Dunedin, in the South Island of New Zealand, has a familial link to Robert Burns in the form of his nephew, Dr
Thomas Burns – who was one of the City’s founding fathers during Scottish settlement. A statue of Robert
Burns was unveiled in 1887, and stands in the Octagon at the heart of the City Centre. Today it remains a
popular focal point and meeting place for both residents and visitors.
Robert Burns, the great Scottish Bard, was born on 25 Jan
1759, and his legend lives on through his poetry and songs,
such as Tam O’ Shanter. Regarded as a pioneer of the
Romantic Movement, his works reflect his strength of
opinion, his love of women and his fondness (sometimes too
much) of drinking. The Poetry Competition, invites poems
written in the spirit of Burns.
The theme for this year’s competition is ‘New Scotland’
based on one of the following questions: How has Scottish
culture evolved at home and abroad? Do the Scots become
more Scottish the further they travel from the homeland?
What happens when cultures blend or collide, with travel
and migration?
The University of Otago holds the Robert Burns Fellowship, a prestigious residency for contemporary New
Zealand writers, which enables them to further explore and develop their craft. The Dunedin Burns Club
was formed in 1891. Alongside a number of Scottish clubs and societies in the city, the Dunedin Burns Club
keeps the memory of our Scottish heritage alive and well.
The Dunedin UNESCO City of Literature Robert Burns Poetry Competition is a collaboration between the
City of Literature, Dunedin Public Libraries and The Dunedin Burns Club, with the support of the Centre for
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Irish and Scottish Studies and the Otago Daily Times. Entries are judged by associates of the Robert Burns
Fellowship and the winners are announced and presented with prizes on Burns’ birthday, 25 January.
There is a separate competition for young poets – ‘Rap Like
Robbie’ Poetry Competition - which runs concurrently with the
Robert Burns Poetry competition for adults.
Full details of both competitions can be found at:

https://www.dunedinlibraries.govt.nz/whats-on/competitions
It’s Time to Buy or Renew Your Shares in the RBWF 200 Club
The 200 Club is a well-established method of fundraising for RBWF. We
have up to 200 members each owning a share in the club at a cost of £15.
For 10 months of the year there is draw of 2 numbers; these are a first prize
and a second prize. In addition, every 3 months we have a quarterly prize.
This allows £1500 additional funds for the Federation and £1500 to pay out
to our winning Shareholders. We still have a few numbers left for the 200
Club Shares for 2021 – 2022. If you would like to purchase a share for our
monthly draw, please follow the link http://www.rbwf.org.uk/rbwf200club/ If you have already purchased a
share, we thank you very much indeed and wish you luck.

Our Animal Helpmates
The following article, written by Murdo Morrison, Past President of the Federation, for the newsletter of the
Allanton Joly Beggars Burns Club, brought back very happy memories of my time as President. [Ed]
He writes “Our ancestors going back in to the depths of recorded history, have tamed many different breeds
to meet their needs and especially in situations where added strength was required. Camels and elephants
were are all recruited and domesticated to the benefit of mankind and that was real progress in many
countries.
Our legacy in Scotland for inclusion in our way of life were horses and dogs. They both participate in many
ways and with dogs not only as domestic pets but vital contributors in crime prevention, mountain rescue
and with training, guarding premises, people and finding explosives. There will always be places for our
canine helpers but the horses are now taking a back seat to mechanisation on farms.
At Ellisland Farm, where Robert Burns was a farmer,
the ground was packed with small pebbles and
indeed described accurately by him as “the
riddlings of creation.”
At the farm is a plough once used by the Bard and,
considering that he was using one horse to turn that
most inhospitable ground, a blend of strength and
determination was absolutely essential.
Not many years ago there was a ploughing match
with Clydesdale and Shire horses working in pairs
and they needed all their strength to get the plough
in to the unrelenting ground.
Photo: Mike Duguid in his year as President of
the Robert Burns World Federation being kept
on the straight and narrow ploughing.
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Also present was an immediate pre-WW2 tractor. A fearsome
size dragging four ploughs. They could hardly scratch the
surface as the large steel wheels churned in trying to grip
and plough. The advanced tractors that appeared, and
notably the “Wee Fergie,” were a revolution in farming and
ploughing. They worked on a petrol start and paraffin
running and with highly advanced engineering in the
ploughs they were real symbols of progress. Since that time
the gradual demise of the Wee Fergie was substituted by very
large tractors with massive pulling and towing and ploughing
strength.
Although the gentle giants of Shire and Clydesdale horses no
longer have the previous involvement in agriculture, they are
involved in forestry operations. They also live on for show
purposes and especially at the Royal Highland Show. There is that stirring of pride in the perfection they
present and all a reflection on the care and attention they so richly deserve. A link with the past and a
demonstration of that close relationship of men, women and horses.”
The ploughing match to which Murdo refers took place at
Ellisland Farm on Sunday 20th September 2009. Much to
the envy of all my male colleagues I was privileged to
spend a whole day as escort to Joanna Lumley, patron of
the ‘Homecoming Ploughing Match’ organised by the
Friends of Ellisland Farm.
She was an absolute joy and threw herself wholeheartedly
into the event, ploughing with tractors and with horses,
signing autographs, posing for photographs, conversing
with the competitors and public with her easy charm and
showing a genuine interest in all that was going on. Her
husband, internationally renowned composer and classical
musician, Stephen Barlow, also played a full part chatting
freely to everyone he met.
Before opening the event, she received a surprise visit from a Nepalese
family from Moffat who wanted to show their appreciation for her
campaign to support the Ghurkas by presenting her with a bouquet of
flowers. Most interestingly, the father, Dawa Sherpa, is the gardener at
Craigieburn House, an area closely associated with the lovely Burns’
song Craigieburnwood, written for Jean Lorimer.
Both Joanna and I had the chance to plough a furrow with a pair of
horses, a first for us both. It was quite a challenge, especially with the
swing plough, but very fulfilling. I certainly began to appreciate how
Burns might have developed a slight stoop.
As the owner of a shire horse herself, Joanna took a deep interest in the
Clydesdales and the ploughing equipment. She clearly understood the
enormous influence which the unmediated closeness with the earth
afforded Burns in writing his poems and songs. He could soak up the
sights, sounds and smells of nature and, as the inspiration took him, he
would reach into his portable writing set and pen his thoughts.
In typical generous style she declared that I was the champion in our ploughing efforts, quite undeserved,
but nice to have it recorded on the programme.
[Ed]
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The Derby Scottish Association and Burns Club (DSABC) was inaugurated in 1920 and grew out of the
already formed Derby Burns Club which had been previously formed in 1890. So really the event also
celebrated 130 years of that original club. Obviously, no-one from the original DSABC club was present but
there were guests attending whose membership stretches back a long time - Albert Marshal, accompanied
by his wife Thelma, can boast being a member for 70 years!
Other guests attending came from far and near –
Nottingham Scottish Association and Leicester
Caledonian Society being represented as well as past
association presidents who made sterling efforts to be
present at the event. The special guest of honour was
Mr Marc Sherland – Past President of the Robert Burns
World Federation (RBWF).
The venue for the event was Grange Banqueting Suite
in Littleover, Derby – an excellent and very
accommodating setting - and the evening began with a
drinks reception for our centenary president Dr
Wendy Scott. President Wendy and her guests were
piped in (or rather wheeled in after suffering a fall at home) by our piper for the evening, Stuart Gullen from
the Leicester & Rutland County Pipe Band.
Speeches at the event were few but important and memorable – Marc
Sherland proposed a toast to the society, expressed how delighted he was to
be with us, and noted that not only was he Past President of the RBWF but the
current President of the Glasgow Haggis Society! Marc reminded the
gathering of the history of the DSABC, some of the early characters in its
formation, where it was based and some stories from those early days. Marc
is a keen photographer, amateur performance poet and raconteur and
promoter of the Scottish dialect used by Burns in his poetry. This witty and
well received toast was responded to by our own Ron Grant who added a
few more anecdotes on the early days of the society.
It is traditional at
the
president’s
reception for our
dance
instructor,
Julia Varney, to design a dance specifically for
each year’s president and the DSABC dance
demonstration team performed the dance Scott of
Anaesthesia in honour of Wendy (a retired
anesthetist). The team also danced Julia’s Derby
Scottish Centenary Jig in commemoration of the
100-odd years since 1920.
After one final dance the assembled gathering
stood together and joined in a heartfelt rendition of
Auld Lang Syne. There was a huge sense of
returning to normal. This was a glorious time full of
song and dance. It was a night of fun, friendships
and laughter. It was indeed a night to remember.
[This article was taken from the Club’s newsletter on their website https://dsabc.org.uk/ which contains a
wealth of information about this vibrant club’s range of activities range. Ed]
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Carron Iron Works Plaque Repaired and Restored.
A plaque to remember Robert Burns' visit
to Carron Iron Works has been repaired
and put back in place -for the fourth time following vandalism.
Local area Councillor Robert Bissett
organised the repair and he hopes it is
just the start of making the historic area at
the clock-tower look better after years of
neglect. Provost Billy Buchanan thanked
Mr Bissett and said he had message for
the vandals: "The fact that one of the
world's greatest poets visited one of the
world's most famous works is a major
event in Falkirk's local history, so leave it
alone!"
Mr. Bissett, who is also chairman of the heritage group Falkirk Made Friends, said repairing the plaque was
just the start of his plans to get the historic clocktower area tidied up. It houses two of the famous
Carronades but the area has been rundown and neglected. He said: "The Tower and the works area have
now transferred ownership so I and a couple of members of Falkirk Made Friends are keen to meet with the
new owner. First of all, we would like to be allowed access to tidy up the area where the Carronades are. It
would be great to see this iconic clock tower and the gates to Carron, which Rabbie was not allowed
through, renovated back to their former glory. Carron Company was known world-wide and we need to
preserve that heritage.”
Falkirk Made Friends is currently developing an Iron Heritage Trail and Councilor Bissett explained that
there are two pieces of metal inserted to the left and right of the main gate that would deserve a place on
that trail. The one on the left is a section of one of the first the James Watt boilers and the one on the right is
the first metal cast at Carron Works. Mr. Bissett remarked, “We wish to work with the new owner and
Falkirk Council to preserve the tower and gates and hopefully get the clock working again."

Friendship Tiles
Commemorate anything you want, from the election
of a new Club President, to the memory of someone,
or for an anniversary or an event of note.
Each tile raises funds to secure and develop the
services of the Federation both in Headquarters in
Kilmarnock and as part of our Outreach and
Education Programmes.
The ceramic tiles will be fixed to panels on the wall in
Headquarters.

Text on the Friendship Tile is chosen by the purchaser (there is a limit of 16 characters on each of 3 lines).
Each tile costs £30, plus postage and packaging, should the purchaser choose to have the tile posted to
them.
Only £30-Pay through your bank by BACS transfer: Sort Code 80-08-53: Use Reference TILE: Account No
00856523 or by cheque payable to ‘The Robert Burns World Federation Ltd’ Email admin@rbwf.org.uk
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The Robert Burns World Federation Ltd

Habbie Competition
(on theme of ‘Environment’)
“We educate, promote and celebrate Scotland’s heritage, language and culture through the
life and works of Robert Burns” RBWF
Final Submission date : 23:59 GMT Tuesday 30th November 2021
Robert Burns chose to compose many of his best known poems in the Habbie
Stanza, sometimes known as the ‘Burns Stanza’. To a Mouse’, ‘To a
Haggis’ & ‘Tam Sampson’s
Elegy’ were all composed in this verse form.

Prizes : 1st £50 2nd £25

3rd £15

Prizewinners’ poems may be featured in the RBWF newsletter ‘The Vision’.
The Adjudicators will be announced on the Federation website www.rbwf.org.uk
• Entry fee is £5 per poem. 3 poems for £10
•

Rules of Entry : The poem must be set out on a ‘word or pages' document in single line

spacing and having good margins.
•
The theme is ‘Environment’.
•
Poems must be in the Habbie Stanza and should have between 4 and 8 verses.
•
Email your entry to admin@rbwf.org.uk and give your name, address, phone number, email addre
ss, poem/s title/s in the body text of the email.
•
Your name must not appear on the ‘word or pages’ document.
•
All fees due must accompany the poem. BACs payment may be made to Sort Code 80-0853 Account 00856523 In the name of Robert Burns World Federation Ltd Ref : HAB COM
•
Cheques should be payable to ‘Robert Burns World Federation Ltd’ and posted
to Habbie Competition, RBWF Headquarters, 3A John Dickie Street, Kilmarnock, KA1 1HW.
•
You may submit as many entries as you wish with the appropriate fee for each entry.
•
The competition is open to anyone over 16 years.
•
Entries must be the work of the entrant and must never have been published, selfpublished or published on any website; nor currently be entered for any other competition.
•
Experienced readers may assist the named adjudicators in identifying a long-list. The judges’
decision is final and no individual correspondence can be entered into.
•
No competitor can win more than one prize.
•
Copyright of each entry remains with the author, however it is a condition of entry that the prize w
inners give permission for their poem to be featured in the RBWF Newsletter.
•
Prizewinners will be notified in an email by the Robert Burns World Federation Ltd.
•
An event may be held to present the prizewinners and for them to read their winning entry.

CLOSING DATE : for receipt of entries : Poems must be received no later than midnight on
the closing date St Andrew’s Day Tuesday 30th November 2021 at 23:59 GMT. Email : admin@rbwf.
org.uk This date is final and no late entries will be accepted, however early submissions are welcomed
.
Why not join the Robert Burns World Federation? Details from : admin@rbwf.org.uk
Charity Number : SC029099 Registered with Companies House Federation Number SC196895

